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A yoga support system includes a pair of yoga gloves and a pair of yoga slippers. Yoga gloves cover the hands of a yoga practitioner and include anti-skid material on parts of the gloves to enable a yoga practitioner to attain and maintain postures that involve pressing on a floor or wall. In particular, the yoga gloves may include anti-skid portions covering an outer part (further from the midline of the hand) of the yoga practitioner’s thumb. The yoga slippers include an anti-skid sole, as well as anti-skid side portions on their sides. The slippers allow a yoga practitioner to maintain contact with the floor with the feet flat on the floor, or with the feet pronated or supinated. Other parts of the yoga gloves and yoga slippers are uncovered fabric, which may be a light, breathable and stretchable material.
Yoga Support System and Method

Technical Field

The invention relates broadly to anti-skid supports for maintaining a person in a specified posture, and relates more specifically to yoga equipment and methods for performing yoga.

Description of the Related Art

Yoga, its name derived from a Sanskrit word meaning “union”, is a practice involving intense concentration, coupled with prescribed postures and/or controlled breathing. Yoga originated over 5,000 years ago in India. Over recent decades, it has achieved increasing popularity worldwide, as a method of physical-discipline and health maintenance, a body-oriented therapy, and/or a spiritual discipline. Practitioners of yoga (referred to yogis, if male, or as yoginis, if female) often make yoga a regular practice in their lives, spending time daily or several times a week in its performance.

Yoga is often performed in groups, on surfaces such as wood floors, linoleum, tile floors, or carpeting. In addition, individual practitioners often perform yoga activities in their homes or offices, or while on travel, such as in hotel rooms.

Yoga mats or rugs are often used to prevent slipping of a yoga practitioner while attaining and maintaining specified yoga postures. Such postures may involve pressing or pushing with the hands and feet against a floor and/or a wall. It will be appreciated that mats or rugs may help prevent slippage of the practitioner when attaining or maintaining a yoga posture, thus allowing the practitioner to concentrate on proper yoga practice. In addition, yoga mats or rugs may provide insulation from a cold floor surface. Further, yoga mats or rugs may allow a uniform tactile environment for the practitioner, providing a similar interface surface regardless of the floor material where the practitioner performs yoga.

Typical mats may be rubber mats approximately 0.25-0.5 inches (3-6 mm) thick.

One disadvantage of yoga mats and rugs is their bulkiness. Such bulkiness makes it a hardship to carry a yoga mat or rug either locally, such as to a yoga class or session, or while the practitioner is on travel.

Accordingly, it will be appreciated that improvements in yoga performance equipment would be desirable.

Summary of the Invention

According to an aspect of the invention, a glove includes a fabric portion having a fabric exterior surface throughout; and an anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout. The fabric portion is connected to the anti-skid portion. The fabric portion includes a dorsal part. The anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part.

According to another aspect of the invention, a method of performing yoga includes the steps of placing a pair of gloves on respective hands of a yoga practitioner, wherein the gloves each includes a glove anti-skid portion; and having the yoga practitioner assume a yoga position. The having includes placing the glove anti-skid surfaces in contact with a rigid surface.

Yoga Support System includes a pair of yoga gloves and a pair of yoga slippers. The yoga gloves and the yoga slippers are configured for use simultaneously by a yoga practitioner to prevent slipping by the yoga practitioner.

Detailed Description

A yoga support system includes a pair of yoga gloves and a pair of yoga slippers. Yoga gloves cover the hands of a yoga practitioner and include anti-skid material on parts of the gloves to enable a yoga practitioner to attain and maintain postures that involve pressing on a floor or wall. In particular, the yoga gloves may include anti-skid portions covering an outer part (further from the midline of the hand) of the yoga practitioner’s thumb. The yoga slippers include an anti-skid sole, as well as anti-skid side portions on their sides. The slippers allow a yoga practitioner to maintain contact with the floor with the feet flat on the floor, or with the feet pronated or supinated. Other parts of the yoga gloves and yoga slippers are uncovered fabric, which may be a light, breathable and stretchable material.

Referring to FIG. 1, a yoga support set includes a pair of yoga gloves 12 and 14, as well as a pair of yoga slippers 16 and 18. The yoga gloves 12 and 14 may be substantially identical to one another, except for differences related to handedness of the gloves (left- and right-handedness).
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Similarly, the yoga slippers 16 and 18 may be substantially identical to one another, except for
left-right differences. Accordingly, the same reference numerals will be used herein to refer to
the same parts of both the yoga gloves 12 and 14, and to refer to different parts of the yoga
slippers 16 and 18.

The right-hand glove 12, shown in a palmar (front-of-the-hand) view in FIG. 1, illustrates a
glove anti-skid material portion 22 that covers much of the palm (front) side of the glove 12. A
glove fabric portion 24, not coated or covered with anti-skid material, also covers a portion of
the palm side of the glove 12. The glove fabric portion 24 has a fabric exterior surface. The
glove anti-skid material portion 22 includes a non-fabric anti-skid exterior surface,

having a substantially higher coefficient of friction than the fabric exterior surface of the glove fabric portion 24.

As explained in greater detail below, the glove fabric portion 24 may include an inner portion of the thumb, closer
to the midline of the hand than the outer portion of the thumb. As shown with reference to the glove 14, illustrated in FIG. 1 in dorsal (back-of-hand) view, the glove fabric portion 24 includes a dorsal part 26. The dorsal part 26 may encompass substantially all of the dorsal (back) side of the
glove.

The right yoga slipper 16 and the left yoga slipper 18 provide an overview illustrating some aspects of the yoga
slippers. The right yoga slipper 16, shown in FIG. 1, in an inside-of-the-foot view, includes a slipper upper fabric
portion 36 and a slipper anti-skid material inside side portion 38. The left yoga slipper 18 illustrated in FIG. 1 in an
outside-of-the-foot view, includes the slipper upper fabric portion 36 and a slipper anti-skid material outside side
portion 40. As discussed in greater detail below, the side portions 38 and 40 may be utilized to maintain contact
between anti-skid material and a floor or other surface when a yoga practitioner’s foot is pronated or supinated.

Turning now to FIGS. 2 and 3, further details of the right
glove 12 are now discussed. As noted above, it will be appreciated that corresponding details may be found in the
left glove 14. FIG. 2 shows a palmar view of the glove 12, while FIG. 3 shows a dorsal view of the same glove 12. In
the follow discussion, references are made to both parts of the glove 12 as well as to parts of the underlying hand of the
wearers of the glove 12. It will be appreciated that such references are to some extent interchangeable, in that parts of the
glove 12 overlap corresponding parts of the wearer’s hand when the glove is worn by a wearer having a properly
sized hand (a hand for which the glove 12 corresponds in size).

The glove 12 includes a palm pocket 60 for receiving the
palm of a yoga practitioner or other wearer, finger pockets
62, 64, 66, and 68 for receiving the fingers of the wearer, and
a thumb pocket 70 for receiving the thumb of the wearer.
The anti-skid material portion 22 may include parts on all of
the portions of the front of the hand that contact and press
against a flat surface, when a wearer presses against such a
surface. Thus, the anti-skid material portion 22 has a palm part 50 covering the front of the palm pocket 60. In addition, the glove anti-skid material portion 22 may have finger pad parts 72, 74, 76, and 78, respectively corresponding to the front surfaces of the finger pockets 62, 64, 66, and 68. Further, the anti-skid material portion 22 has an outer thumb part 82 overlying the outer part of the wearer’s thumb.

The outer part of the thumb, as used herein, indicates the
side surface of the thumb between the front pad surface of
the thumb and the back, thumbnail-bearing surface of the
thumb) that is farther away from the midline of the hand.
The outer surface of the thumb includes a point (indicated in FIG. 2 by reference numeral 86) where a thumb bending axis would protrude from the wearer’s thumb (or the thumb pocket 70). This thumb bending axis is the bending axis between the two phalanges (thumb bones) of the thumb as they bend relative to one another. The outer thumb part 82 of the anti-skid material portion 22 may include a portion that overlies the thumb bending axis 86. Indeed, the outer thumb part 82 may be located on the thumb of the glove such that the outer thumb part 82 of the anti-skid material portion 22 is substantially centered about the thumb bending axis 86.

That is, the outer thumb part 82 may have substantially the same amount of material located forward of the thumb bending axis 86 (toward the front pad surface of the thumb), as is located aft of the thumb bending axis 86 (toward the back, thumbnail-bearing surface of the thumb).

The outer thumb part 82 of the glove anti-skid material
portion 22 aids in providing traction when a hand is pressed
up against a flat surface. Thus, the glove 12 provides
superior performance in a pressing operation, when compared with conventional gloves having gripping surfaces designed for grasping operations such as for grasping tools. Such grasping-designed gloves have grips on an inner surface of the thumb, as opposed to the outer surface as in the glove 12.

As noted above, the glove fabric portion 24 may cover substantially all of the back, dorsal side of the glove 12. In addition, the fabric portion 24 may include an inner thumb part 90 and a thumb pad part 92.

The glove fabric portion 24 may be made of a fabric that
is lightweight, breathable, and/or elastic. It will be appreciated that these qualities enhance the experience of a yoga
practitioner by maximizing comfort while wearing the glove 12. It will be appreciated that maximizing comfort is highly desirable for a glove worn for an activity such as yoga, that places a premium on intense concentration with a minimum of
distraction. Use of a hot, heavy, or bulky glove may result
in uncomfortable and unwanted distractions for a yoga
practitioner.

Suitable materials for the glove fabric portion 24 include
cotton, polyester, and cotton-polyester blends. Also, stretchable fabrics may be utilized, such as synthetic fabrics sold
under the trademark Lycra.

The glove anti-skid material portion 22 may include an
anti-skid material attached to an underlying fabric 93, for
example, being adhesively attached with a suitable adhesive
as illustrated in FIG. 3A. Alternatively, or in addition, the
glove anti-skid material portion 22 may be attached to an
underlying material by other suitable means, for example, by
stitching. The glove anti-skid material portion 22 may include any of a variety of suitable materials that provide an
increased coefficient of friction, thereby preventing or
discouraging sliding when the anti-skid material is pressed
against the surface. Examples of suitable anti-skid materials include polyurethane foam, leather, and rubber.

The underlying fabric, to which the glove anti-skid material
portion 22 is attached, may be part of a unitary glove, formed from a single material. Thus the underlying material
may be the same material as that of the glove fabric portion
24. It will be appreciated that having a single underlying material glove may enhance the wearer’s comfort, as well as
providing for ease of manufacture.

The glove anti-skid material portion 22 may have a
textured surface to increase its traction and enhance slipping prevention. One example of a textured surface 94 is shown
in FIG. 4, wherein anti-skid material has raised protrusions 98. These protrusions may be raised from a thinner part of anti-skid material. Alternatively, the protrusions 98 may be placed directly on underlying fabric, providing some degree of breathability and enhanced flexibility for the anti-skid material. The protrusions may be any of a variety of suitable shapes, such as hemispherical or cylindrical.

Another for the textured surface 94 is a treaded surface, such as a treaded surface 100 shown in FIG. 5. The treaded surface 100 utilizes grooves and/or ridges to enhance gripping. It will be appreciated that a wide variety of suitable tread patterns may be utilized. The tread pattern may enhance gripping substantially equally in all directions. Alternatively, the tread may provide more enhancement of gripping in one direction than in another direction.

Yet another example of a textured surface 94 is shown in FIG. 6, wherein the anti-skid material involves an interlocking pattern 104 of suitable material, such as rubber.

A further example of a textured surface is shown in FIG. 7, wherein the anti-skid material includes embedded grit particles 106, such as sand particles.

The glove anti-skid material portion 22 may be a continuous, unitary material, for example, cut out of a single sheet of anti-skid material. Alternatively, it will be appreciated that the anti-skid material portion 22 may have multiple parts, for example, having separate parts for each of the finger pad parts 72–78.

As noted above, the glove 12 advantageously provides a lightweight means or prevent hand slippage, without unduly burdening the yoga practitioner, thereby allowing the yoga practitioner to attain and maintain postures that involve being covered with anti-skid material. Further, having the glove fabric portion 24 aids in maintaining desirable gripping properties and maintaining integrity of the glove 12. Therefore, in particular, the desirability will be evident of having the inner thumb part 90 of the glove 12 be part of the glove fabric portion 22, rather than being covered with anti-skid material. Further, having the inner thumb 90 be part of the glove fabric portion 24 aids in flexibility for the yoga practitioner.

It will be appreciated that many suitable configurations for the glove anti-skid material portion 22 and the glove fabric portion 24 may be utilized, beyond the variations described above and shown in the figures.

Turning now to FIGS. 8–10, various view of the right slipper 16 are shown. The yoga slipper 16 includes an anti-skid sole portion 110 made of an anti-skid material. Anti-skid material on the sole portion 110 aids in maintaining foot position when the foot is pressed flat against a rigid surface, such as a floor.

In addition, the yoga slipper 16 includes anti-skid material on the side portions 38 and 40. The inside (distal) side portion 38 provides anti-skid material along a lower part of the inside of the foot, and the outside (proximal) side portion 40 provides anti-skid material along a lower portion of the outside of the yoga practitioner’s foot. The anti-skid side portions 38 and 40 aid in preventing slipping of a foot when the foot is pronated or supinated and pressed against a surface. The slipper 16 also includes the slipper upper fabric portion 36.

The sole portion 110 may be made of the same anti-skid material as the side portions 38 and 40. Alternatively, the sole portion 110 may include a different anti-skid material than the side portions 38 and 40. For example, the sole portion 110 may be made of leather, with the side portions 38 and 40 being made of a rubber material. As another alternative, the sole portion 110 may be made of a thicker layer of the same anti-skid material as the side portions 38 and 40. This may be due to the desirability to provide increased protection along the sole portion 110 for walking by the yoga practitioner, as well as to provide increased wear for the sole portion 110, such that it will be expected that the sole portion 110 will be more wear than the side portions 38 and 40. The slipper upper fabric portion 36 may be made of the same material as the glove fabric portion 24.

Alternatively, the slipper upper fabric portion 36 and the glove fabric portion 24 may be made of different materials. The side portions 38 and 40 may extend up to a level approximately that of the top of the toes of the wearer of the slipper 16. Alternatively, the level of the side portions 38 and 40 may be higher or lower, for example, being at a level of about mid-toe height.

The sole portion 110 and the side portions 38 and 40 may have anti-skid materials similar to the suitable materials and textures described above for the glove anti-skid portion 22. The anti-skid portions 38, 40, and 110 may be adhesively or otherwise attached to a fabric underlayer.

The sole portion 110 and the side portions 38 and 40 may be parts of a unitary continuous anti-skid material along the bottom and sides of the yoga slipper 16. Alternatively, the portions 38, 40, and 110 may include multiple pieces of anti-skid material. The side portions 38 and 40 may be parts of a single piece, or may be separate. The slipper 16 may have an open top, similar to that used as ballet slippers, leaving at least part of a top surface of the wearer’s foot uncovered.

It will be appreciated that, as with the glove 12, described earlier, it will be advantageous to enhance the anti-skid portion 110 to provide flexibility and light weight so as to be unobtrusive to the wearer, while maintaining the desired characteristics of gripping of the foot along the sole and sides, and achieving long life and integrity of the slipper 16.

Using the yoga support set 10, it is possible to dispense altogether with use of a yoga mat or rug. The yoga support set 10 weighs less and is less bulky than a mat or rug. In addition, the gloves 12 and 14 and the slippers 16 and 18 move with the yoga practitioner as he or she practices yoga. Thus, there is no need to align oneself with a mat, which may be a concern otherwise.

FIGS. 11–13 show the yoga support system 10 being utilized in a few simple yoga positions or postures. FIG. 11 illustrates what is known as the downward-facing dog posture, or adhomukha svanasana. In such a posture, the yoga practitioner 120 places both hands and feet on a floor 130 or other similar rigid surface, such as a platform. In utilizing the yoga support set 10, the anti-skid material portions 22 of the gloves 12 and 14 maintain the hands of the user on the floor 130, and the anti-skid sole portions 110 of the yoga slippers 16 and 18 maintain the feet of the yoga practitioner on the floor 130.

Turning now to FIG. 12, a yoga posture known as the warrior at the wall (vira vahdurasana III variation) is illustrated. Here the yoga practitioner places the anti-skid material portions of both of the gloves 12 and 14 up against a wall 140 or other rigid surface, while placing the sole of one of the yoga slippers 16 against the floor 130. It will be appreciated that a yoga mat or rug is of no use in maintaining the hands against the wall when performing such a posture. However, the gloves 12 and 14 advantageously aid in maintaining hand contact with the wall 140, without slippage.
It will be appreciated that the gloves 12 and 14 may be used independent of the slippers 16 and 18, for example in conjunction with a mat or rug, to prevent hand slippage for yoga postures involving hand contact with a wall.

FIG. 13 illustrates a yoga posture known as the warrior posture, the vira vhadrasana. This posture involves contacting the floor 130 with the side of one of the slippers. Thus, the inside foot side portion 38 of one of the slippers 18 (not visible in FIG. 13) is utilized in maintaining the position of the yoga practitioner 120.

It will be appreciated that the yoga positions shown in FIGS. 11–13 and described above, are but a few of many yoga positions and postures that are well known to yoga practitioners.

The gloves and slippers described and shown in the figures, then, provide numerous advantages relative to yoga mats and rugs presently in use. One advantage is their lightweight and compactness, which make them easier to transport and travel with than yoga mats and rugs. A second advantage is they remove the possibility of a practitioner accidentally moving off of the stationary mat or rug. The gloves 12 and 14 and the slippers 16 and 18 move with the user, and provide certainty that the gripping surfaces are always present where they will be needed. A third advantage is that the gloves and slippers provide gripping against surfaces other than floors, such as walls. Rugs and mats are placed on the floor and provide no support for preventing slippage against a wall or other surface. Finally, the gloves 12 and 14 and the slippers 16 and 18 advantageously provide a flexible, lightweight and unobtrusive means for gripping. Heavier gloves, such as work gloves or gardening gloves, may be substantially alter the tactical sensations perceived by the yoga practitioner, thus interfering with the concentration necessary for proper practice of yoga.

It will be appreciated that the gloves 12 and 14 and the slippers 16 and 18 may be employed for other uses besides yoga. For example, the gloves and/or the slippers may be used for reducing or avoiding slippage during a wide variety of activities that involve pushing from a stationary position.

Although the invention has been shown and described with respect to a certain preferred embodiment or embodiments, it is obvious that equivalent alterations and modifications will occur to others skilled in the art upon the reading and understanding of this specification and the annexed drawings. In particular regard to the various functions performed by the above described elements (components, assemblies, devices, compositions, etc.), the terms (including a reference to a “means”) used to describe such elements are intended to correspond, unless otherwise indicated, to any element which performs the specified function of the described element (i.e., that is functionally equivalent), even though not structurally equivalent to the disclosed structure which performs the function in the herein illustrated exemplary embodiment or embodiments of the invention. In addition, while a particular feature of the invention may have been described above with respect to only one or more of several illustrated embodiments, such feature may be combined with one or more other features of the other embodiments, as may be desired and advantageous for any given or particular application.

What is claimed is:

1. A glove comprising:
a fabric portion having a fabric exterior surface throughout; and
an anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

wherein the fabric portion is connected to the anti-skid portion;

2. A glove comprising:
a fabric portion having a fabric exterior surface throughout; and
an anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

wherein the fabric portion is connected to the anti-skid portion;

3. A method of performing yoga, comprising:
placing a pair of gloves on respective hands of a yoga practitioner, wherein the gloves each include a glove anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

wherein the anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part;

wherein the outer thumb part overlies a thumb bending axis; and

wherein the outer thumb part is substantially centered about the thumb bending axis.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the having includes placing the glove anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the having includes placing a pair of gloves on respective hands of a yoga practitioner, wherein the gloves each include a glove anti-skid portion having an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

wherein the fabric portion includes a dorsal part;

wherein the anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part;

wherein the outer thumb part overlies a thumb bending axis; and

wherein the outer thumb part is substantially centered about the thumb bending axis.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein the having includes placing a pair of slippers on respective feet of the yoga practitioner, wherein the slippers each include a slipper anti-skid exterior surface, wherein the side parts of the slipper anti-skid exterior surface extend along substantially all of both sides of the slipper at a level of at least mid-toe height of a wearer; and

wherein the side parts extend along substantially all of both sides of the slipper at a level of at least mid-toe height of a wearer.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein the rigid surface is a floor.

8. The method of claim 3, wherein the rigid surface is a wall.

9. The method of claim 3, wherein the having includes placing outer thumb parts of the gloves against the rigid surface.

10. The method of claim 3, wherein each of the gloves further includes a fabric portion having a fabric exterior surface throughout;

wherein the fabric portion is connected to the anti-skid portion;

wherein the fabric portion includes a dorsal part;

wherein the anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part; and

wherein the fabric portion also includes a thumb pad part.
9. A yoga support system comprising:

a pair of yoga gloves and a pair of yoga slippers;

wherein the yoga gloves and the yoga slippers are configured for use simultaneously by a yoga practitioner to prevent slipping by the yoga practitioner,

wherein each of the gloves includes:

glove fabric portion; and

glove anti-skid portion connected to the glove fabric portion;

wherein the glove fabric portion is connected to the glove anti-skid portion; and

wherein each of the yoga slippers includes:

slipper fabric portion having a slipper fabric exterior surface throughout; and

slipper anti-skid portion with a slipper anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

wherein the slipper anti-skid portion is connected to the slipper fabric portion;

wherein the slipper anti-skid portion includes a sole part, and a pair of side parts overlying both sides of the foot of a user; and

wherein the side parts extend along substantially all of both sides of the slipper at a level of at least mid-toe height of a wearer.

10. The system of claim 9,

wherein the glove anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part; and

wherein the glove fabric portion includes an inner thumb part.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the glove fabric portion further includes a dorsal part.

12. The system of claim 9, wherein:

the fabric portion of each of the gloves also includes a thumb pad part.

13. The system of claim 9, wherein:

the anti-skid portion of each of the gloves is a continuous, unitary layer.

14. The system of claim 9, wherein:

the glove fabric portion has a fabric exterior surface throughout;

the glove anti-skid portion has an anti-skid exterior surface throughout;

the glove fabric portion includes a dorsal part;

wherein the glove anti-skid portion includes an outer thumb part; and

wherein the glove anti-skid portion also includes an anti-skid material that is attached to a fabric underlayer.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove anti-skid portion also includes a palm part.

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove anti-skid portion also includes a pair of side parts overlying both sides of the foot of a user.

17. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove fabric portion also includes a continuous, unitary layer of a fabric material.

18. The system of claim 14, wherein the fabric underlayer and the glove fabric portion are parts of a continuous, unitary layer of a fabric material.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the fabric material is breathable.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the fabric material is stretchable.

21. The system of claim 14, wherein the anti-skid material is adhesively bonded to the fabric underlayer.

22. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove anti-skid portion includes rubber.

23. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove anti-skid portion includes polyurethane foam.

24. The system of claim 14, wherein the anti-skid exterior surface of the glove anti-skid portion has a textured surface.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the textured surface includes grit particles.

26. The system of claim 24, wherein the textured surface includes a treaded surface.

27. The system of claim 14, wherein the glove anti-skid material is a continuous, unitary layer.

* * * * *